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A Tunable Impedance Surface Performing as a
Reconfigurable Beam Steering Reflector

Dan Sievenpiper, James Schaffner, Robert Loo, Gregory Tangonan, Samuel Ontiveros, and Rick Harold

Abstract—We describe a reconfigurable microwave surface
that performs as a new kind of beam steering reflector. The
surface is textured with an array of tiny resonators, which
provide a frequency-dependent surface impedance. By tuning
the individual resonators, the surface impedance, and thus the
reflection coefficient phase, can be varied as a function of position
across the reflector. Using a reflection phase gradient, the surface
can steer a reflected beam. As an example, we have built a simple
mechanically tuned surface in which physical motion of only
1 100 wavelength generates a sufficient phase gradient to steer
a reflected beam by 16 degrees. To steer to greater angles,
the surface can be configured as an artificial microwave grating,
capable of 38 degrees of beam steering. The concept of the
tunable impedance surface demonstrated here can be extended
to electrically controlled structures, which would permit more
elaborate reflection phase patterns, and provide more capabilities,
such as the ability to focus or steer multiple beams.

Index Terms—Antenna arrays, impedance sheets, reconfig-
urable antennas, reflector antennas, scanning antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

STEERABLE antennas today are found in two common con-
figurations: those with a single radiator or reflector that is

mechanically steered using a gimbal, [1] and those with a sta-
tionary array of electronically phased radiating elements. [2]
Both have their own shortcomings, and the choice of antenna
used is often a tradeoff between cost, speed, reliability, and
other aspects of radio frequency (RF) performance. Mechan-
ically steered antennas are inexpensive, but moving parts can
be slow and unreliable, and they can require an unnecessarily
large volume of unobstructed free space for movement. Active
phased arrays are faster and more reliable, but they are much
more expensive, and can suffer from significant losses due to
the complex feed structure required to supply the RF signal to
each radiating element. Losses can be mitigated if an amplifier
is included in each element or subarray, but this solution also
increases cost.

One alternative to a traditional phased array is to use a reflec-
tarray geometry [3]–[7], and replace the lossy corporate feed
network with a free space feed. The actively phased elements
operate in reflection mode, and are illuminated by a single feed
antenna. The array steers the RF beam by forming an effective
reflection surface defined by the gradient of the reflection phase
across the array. Using present techniques, such a system still
requires a large number of phase shifters or other tuning tech-
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niques for active steering. What is needed is a reflective surface,
in which the reflection coefficient phase could be arbitrarily de-
fined, and easily varied as a function of position. Ideally, the sur-
face would be less expensive than a comparably sized array of
conventional phase shifters, yet maintain comparable RF perfor-
mance. Such a surface could behave as a generic reconfigurable
reflector, with the ability to perform a variety of important func-
tions including steering or focusing of one or more RF beams.

With this goal in mind, we have developed such a reconfig-
urable reflector based on a high-impedance surface, [8], [9]
which is a conductive sheet covered by a two-dimensional array
of tiny resonant cavities. This type of surface has previously
been applied to low-profile antennas [10], [11] and other RF
devices [12]. The concept behind the reconfigurable reflector
is to individually tune an array of cavities according to a
specified pattern on the surface. We have built a mechanically
tuned structure that is capable of steering a reflected beam by
nearly degrees at 3.1 GHz using a physical motion of only
1 mm, or wavelength. Although we have demonstrated
a mechanically tuned structure, the concept can also be used
with other methods of tuning, for example, by using electrically
tuned capacitors.

II. RESONANT TEXTURED GROUND PLANE

The reconfigurable reflector is based a resonant textured
ground plane, often known as a high-impedance surface. This
new electromagnetic structure has two important RF properties,
which have previously been applied to nonsteerable antennas.
It suppresses propagating surface currents, [13], [14] which
can improve the radiation pattern of antennas on finite ground
planes. It also provides a high-impedance boundary condition,
acting as an artificial magnetic conductor, which allows radi-
ating elements to lie in close proximity to the ground plane
without being shorted out. It is related to other well-known
electromagnetic structures such as the corrugated surface,
[15]–[21] and the photonic band gap surface [22], [23]. In
this work, we have extended the utility of the high-impedance
surface by making it tunable.

The high-impedance surface typically consists of a flat
metal sheet, covered with an array of tiny, coupled resonant
cavities, each much smaller than a wavelength in size. The
cavities often take the form of small thumbtack-like protrusions
on the flat metal ground plane. The surface is easily built
using standard multi-layer printed circuit board techniques, in
which small metal patches on one or more upper layers are
connected to a ground plane on a lower layer by metal plated
vias. One example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 1. For a
more detailed description and analysis of the high-impedance
surface, see [8], [9].
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Fig. 1. A mechanically tunable impedance surface consisting of two printed
circuit boards designed to slide against each other. The lower board resembles
a conventional high-impedance ground plane. The back is solid metal, and the
front is covered with a lattice of metal squares connected to the ground plane
by metal plated vias. The upper board contains a lattice of metal tuning plates,
separated by a polyimide insulator. When the two boards are pressed together,
they form a lattice of tunable capacitors.

When the resonant cavities are much smaller than the wave-
length of interest, the electromagnetic analysis can be simplified
by considering them as lumped LC circuits. The proximity of the
neighboring metal plates provides capacitance, while the con-
ductive path that connects them provides inductance. The tex-
tured ground plane supports an electromagnetic boundary con-
dition that can be characterized by the impedance of an effective
parallel LC circuit, given by . The
sheet inductance is , where is the magnetic perme-
ability of the circuit board material, andis its thickness. For
a structure with parallel plate capacitors arranged on a square
lattice, the sheet capacitance is , where is the elec-
tric permitivity of the dielectric insulator, and and are the
overlap area and separation, respectively, of the metal plates.

The surface has a frequency-dependent reflection phase
given by , where is the
impedance of free space. Far from the resonance frequency,
the surface behaves as an ordinary electric conductor, and
reflects with a phase shift. Near the resonance frequency, the
cavities interact strongly with the incoming waves. The surface
supports a finite tangential electric field across the lattice of
capacitors, and the structure has high, yet reactive surface
impedance. At resonance, , and the surface provides
the effective boundary condition of an artificial magnetic
conductor. Scanning through the resonance condition from low
to high frequencies, varies from , to zero, to . Thus,
by tuning the resonance frequency of the cavities, one can tune

for a fixed frequency. By varying as a function of

position on the surface, one can perform a variety of functions.
For example, a linear phase gradient is equivalent to a virtual
tilt of the reflector. A saw-tooth phase function transforms the
surface into a virtual grating. A parabolic phase function could
focus a plane wave onto a small feed horn, allowing the flat
surface to replace a parabolic dish [24].

III. T UNABLE IMPEDANCE SURFACE

The tunable impedance surface that we used to demonstrate
beam steering consisted of a matching pair of printed circuit
boards, shown in Fig. 1. The first board contained a metal sheet
covered with a lattice of thumbtack-like structures, resembling
an ordinary high-impedance surface as described above. The
back of this first board was a solid metal ground plane, and the
front was covered with an array of metal patches, which were
connected to the ground plane by metal plated vias. The struc-
ture was fabricated on FR4, a standard fiberglass-based printed
circuit material. The second board contained a matching array
of metal tuning plates, which were designed to overlap the metal
patches on the first board. The tuning plates were supported on a
sheet of FR4, and were covered by an insulating layer of Kapton
polyimide. The two boards could be pressed together with the
metal plates separated by the polyimide insulator, forming a lat-
tice of parallel plate capacitors. The surfaces were designed to
slide against each other, to allow adjustment of the overlap area
between the matching sets of metal plates, and thus allow the
capacitors to be tuned.

For our experimental structure, the square metal plates on
both boards measured 6.10 mm, and they were distributed on
a 6.35-mm lattice. The fixed board was 6.35-mm thick, and
the conducting vias were 0.5-mm in diameter, centered on the
square metal plates. The movable board was 1.57-mm thick,
and the polyimide insulator that covered the tuning plates was
0.05-mm thick. Both boards measured 25.4 cm on each edge.
To ensure uniform, intimate contact between the two matching
surfaces, a vacuum pump was attached to the back of the fixed
board. This evacuated the space between the boards by way of
the hollow vias, and forced the two together.

By sliding the upper board across the lower one, the overlap
area of the capacitors is changed. Since the resonance frequency
of the individual cavities formed by the metallic plates and via
structures depends on the capacitance, changes in the overlap
area lead to changes in the resonance frequency. However, only
motion that is parallel to the applied electric field contributes to
a change in resonance frequency. This can be understood from
the following argument: The resonance frequency of the cavi-
ties is given by , where is the effective ca-
pacitance produced by a combination of four separate capaci-
tors indicated in Fig. 1. The mode that is excited in
the cavities, and the circuit topology that produces the effective
capacitance, depends on the polarization of the incoming wave.
The circuit topology for two cases is shown in Fig. 2.

As an example, consider an incoming wave polarized along
, referring to Fig. 1 for orientation. The effective capacitance is

( ) in series with ( ). If the top plate is moved in the
direction, parallel to the applied field, then and are

increased while and are decreased by the same amount,
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Fig. 2. The circuit topology that determines the effective capacitance depends
on the direction of the applied electric field. As the tuning plate is moved,
the values of the four capacitors are changed. The resonance frequency is
only affected when the tuning plate is moved along the direction of a series
connection.

as shown in Fig. 3. Since the motion occurs along the direction
of pairs that are in series, the result is a net change in capaci-
tance, and thus, a change in resonance frequency. Conversely,
if the top plate is moved in the direction, perpendicular to
the applied field, then and are increased while and

are decreased by the same amount. Since the motion occurs
along the direction of pairs that are in parallel, there is no net
change in capacitance, and no change in resonance frequency.
The maximum effective capacitance, and thus the lowest reso-
nance frequency, occurs when the upper plate is centered such
that capacitors that are in series have equal value.

The resonance frequency of the textured surface is the
frequency where crosses through zero. For a fixed test
frequency, a change in the resonance frequency of the surface
appears as a change in . To measure as a function of
frequency, we used a network analyzer and a pair of horn
antennas, one for transmitting and the other for receiving. The
use of separate transmitting and receiving horns is preferred
for this experiment because it eliminates interference from
internal reflections within the antennas. The horns were placed
next to each other, both aimed at the tunable surface, and
separated by a sheet of microwave absorber. Microwave energy
was transmitted from one horn, reflected by the surface, and
received with the other horn, while the phase of the reflected
wave was monitored for various positions of the movable
board. A reference measurement was taken using a flat metal
surface, which has a reflection coefficient phase of.

The reflection coefficient phase of the tunable surface is
shown in Fig. 4 as a function of frequency for ten different posi-
tions of the upper board, displaced in the direction of the applied
electric field. By varying the overlap area of the capacitor plates,
the resonance frequency is tuned from roughly 1.7–3.3 GHz.
The series of scans shown corresponds to a total translation of
one-half period of the textured surface, or 3.2 mm. The tuning
range is limited by the maximum and minimum achievable ca-
pacitance, which depend on the area of the plates, the thick-
ness of the insulator, and the fringing field in the surrounding
medium.

IV. REFLECTIVE BEAM STEERING

If the resonance frequency of the cavity array can be
changed locally, then the reflection coefficient phase can be
programmed to a specified function, . By creating a
monotonic, preferably linear phase gradient, the surface can
steer a reflected beam. For our mechanically tuned reflector,

Fig. 3. As the top plate is moved, half of the capacitors are increased, while the
other half are decreased by the same amount. If these capacitors appear in series
to the applied electric field, the result is a net decrease in effective capacitance,
and an increase in resonance frequency.

Fig. 4. The reflection coefficient phase of the tunable impedance surface for
various positions of the top tuning board. Each successive curve represents a
physical translation of 0.32 mm of the top metal plates. For curve 1, the two
boards are aligned as shown in Fig. 1. For curve 10, the top board is translated
by one-half period in theY direction. The phase crosses through zero at the
resonance frequency, which is tuned by varying the overlap area of the capacitor
plates. The ripples in the curves are caused by spurious reflections from inside
the anechoic chamber.

this can be accomplished by a rotation of the upper printed
circuit board with respect to the lower one, as shown in Fig. 5.
From the discussion in the previous section, is only
affected by translation of the capacitor plates in the direction
parallel to the applied electric field. Specifically, for a wave
polarized along , only the component of translation in the
direction is relevant, and the translation alonghas no effect.
For each individual capacitor plate, a small rotation of the
upper board results in a translation inthat is roughly a linear
function of , but is largely independent of . Thus, rotation
generates a monotonic gradient in in the direction
perpendicular to the applied electric field, which is equivalent
to a virtual tilt of the surface. Only a small mechanical motion
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Fig. 5. Method of creating a phase gradient by rotating the upper tuning
board. The overlap area in the vertical direction varies linearly as a function
of horizontal position, creating a horizontal gradient in reflection coefficient
phase across the surface.

Fig. 6. Reflection pattern of the tunable surface with no phase gradient. The
two lobes at 0 and 180 degrees occur when the front or back of the surface is
directly facing the transmitting and receiving horns.

is required, since the maximum displacement needed at the
edge of the board is only one-half of the lattice period.

To measure the beam steering properties of the tunable re-
flector, it was mounted vertically on a rotating pedestal and the
reflection magnitude was measured as a function of incidence
angle using two stationary horn antennas. Adjustment screws
placed at two corners of the surface allowed independent control
of both the relative orientation and the relative vertical displace-
ment of the two boards. Measurements of the reflection pattern
were taken for various positions of the movable board, at around
3.1 GHz near the center of the tuning bandwidth.

With the two boards aligned, , and the angle
of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. The reflection
magnitude as a function of incidence angle is shown in Fig. 6.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Reflective beam steering using a phase gradient. The main lobe at
8 degrees indicates that the surface reflects an incoming wave back toward its
source when it is rotated 8 degrees from normal. The same phase gradient would
reflect a normally incident wave to an angle of 16 degrees. (b) Beam steering to
the opposite direction using an opposite phase gradient. The surface can steer
to any angle between these extremes by adjusting the direction and magnitude
of the gradient.

As expected, the reflection is strongest at 0 and 180 degrees
when the front and back surfaces of the reflector are directly
facing the horns. The lobes at other angles are due to reflections
from the rotating stage, the edges of the boards, the adjustment
screws, the walls of our anechoic chamber, and other objects.
The asymmetry in the reflection magnitude and angular profile
between the front and back sides of the pattern is due to an
acrylic vacuum plate attached to the back of the reflector, which
holds the two printed circuit boards together. The difference in
reflection phase between the two surfaces also contributes to
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Fig. 8. Method of creating a steeper phase gradient by adding a discontinuity
of 2�. The surface resembles a two-period microwave grating.

this asymmetry, because it affects the way the reflected waves
interfere with other reflections from the surroundings.

When one board is rotated against the other, a-polarized
wave will see a gradient in the reflection coefficient phase

which causes a normally incident beam with wave-
length to be reflected to an angle in the XZ plane given by

. In our experimental setup
previously described, the transmitting and receiving horns are
stationary while the surface itself is rotated, so the reflection is
seen when the surface is at an angle of.

The reflected beam patterns for two different relative orien-
tations of the two plates are shown in Fig. 7. The main lobes
can be seen at angles of about degrees and by rotating the
upper surface between these extremes, the reflection angle can
be tuned in an analog fashion. Of course, the lobe in the back-
ward direction still appears at 180 degrees, because the back of
the surface is untextured. Since the reflection phase of the front
surface is a function of position, it forms a virtual reflection sur-
face that is tilted with respect to the actual surface. It should be
recalled that because the transmitting and receiving horns are
stationary and mounted next to each other, the main lobes of
the reflection pattern indicate angles at which a plane wave is
reflected directly back toward its source. A normally incident
plane wave would therefore be reflected to twice the angle mea-
sured in this experiment, and could be steered over a range of

degrees.
Because the resonance frequency is not a perfectly linear

function of the displacement, as seen in Fig. 4, the maximum
useful range of motion is actually less than one-half period.
For the results described above, the difference in displace-
ment between the two edges of the structure was roughly 1
mm, or wavelength. The two circuit boards were po-
sitioned so that over a path traversing from one side of the
surface to the other, varied over the range indicated by
curves of Fig. 4. The higher frequency range between
2.3–3.3 GHz is preferred because the resonance frequency is
roughly a linear function of displacement. This range also
defines the bandwidth over which the surface can effectively
steer a beam.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Beam steering using the two-period grating. The surface reflects an
incoming wave back toward its source at an angle of 19 degrees from normal. It
would reflect a normally incident wave to 38 degrees. (b) Beam steering to the
opposite direction using an opposite phase gradient.

V. MICROWAVE GRATING

The maximum variation of is limited to when a mono-
tonic phase function is used. This limits the beam steering ca-
pabilities of a surface with width to . In
order to steer to larger angles, a larger phase gradient must be
used. Since phase can only be defined modulo, periodic dis-
continuities of must be included in the reflection coefficient
phase function. Such a surface can be considered an artificial
grating.

In order to build a microwave grating using our mechani-
cally tuned surface, we sheared the movable board down the
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Fig. 10. Phase profile of the artificial grating, showing the reason for
scattering to other directions besides the main lobe. The dotted line shows
the ideal saw-tooth profile. The solid line indicates a more realistic profile
for the mechanically tuned surface, including a nonlinear phase slope, and an
imperfect discontinuity in the center.

center, and offset the two sides as shown in Fig. 8. This pro-
duced the necessary phase discontinuity to produce a two-pe-
riod grating, which can provide a total phase variation of
across the surface. As seen in Fig. 9, the maximum reflection
angle now occurs at degrees. For a normally incident plane
wave this corresponds to beam steering of degrees. The
beam could be steered to any angle within this range by ad-
justing the phase gradient, while maintaining thedisconti-
nuity. A grating with a larger number of periods would provide
beam steering to greater angles.

The patterns shown for this experiment exhibit significant
scattering to other angles besides the main beam. This is not
a grating lobe, but instead occurs because rotation of the upper
board does not produce a perfectly linear phase function, as dic-
tated by the functional dependence of the resonance frequency
on the displacement of the capacitor plates. The problem is most
severe at the phase discontinuities, as shown in Fig. 10. This
is not an intrinsic problem with artificial microwave gratings,
but rather it is an artifact of the inexact phase function pro-
duced by our mechanical steering method. This effect could be
diminished by having independent control over the resonance
frequency of each individual cavity.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have described a tunable reflector that can provide beam
steering over a wide angular range using a mechanical motion of
much less than the operating wavelength. We have used our tun-
able surface to demonstrate beam steering using a simple phase
gradient, and have also shown a two-period microwave grating
that can achieve greater steering angles. Although our structure
was mechanically tuned, it demonstrates the concept of using a
two-dimensional array of small tunable resonant cavities to per-
form beam steeing functions. The same concept could also be
used to build electrically tuned versions, by using electrically
tuned capacitors for example. Other phase functions could also
be applied, such as a parabolic function for focusing. With in-
dependent control over each individual capacitor, the surface
could be programmed to perform a variety of functions, such
as steering over wide angles, or subdividing the surface into
smaller units to focus multiple beams onto one or more feed
antennas.

A reconfigurable reflector could be used in many applications
as a replacement for conventional steerable antennas. For ex-
ample, a mechanically tuned surface could replace a gimbaled

antenna, to significantly reduce the required movement and pro-
vide faster steering. A surface with electronically tuned capac-
itors could be fast enough to compete with the performance of
phased arrays, with the potential of much lower cost. Further-
more, If the capacitors have sufficient tunability, such a surface
could be reconfigured to work over a broad range of frequen-
cies by simply applying a uniform capacitance offset. With the
ability to produce multiple beams, and cover multiple frequen-
cies, it could potentially replace several existing antenna sys-
tems with a single aperture.
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